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FLYRIDE TRIPTORCH with ESPSLASH
Lightweight and tremendously fast for a kite of its size, the Naish Fly 
delivers a smooth, yet powerful ride in light-to-marginal wind conditions. 
The swept-back wing tip and anti-stiction window improve water relaunch, 
while the two-strut design offers exceptional low-end power. Riders will find 
themselves in super light wind, yet the speed of the kite will make it feel like 
a normal, windy day. New this year, our designers have modified the leading 
edge diameter, allowing the kite to fly farther forward for improved upwind 
ability and easy handling. Don’t let light wind ruin your day. Grab a Fly and 
maximize your time on the water. 

Predictable power development, direct bar feel, intuitive steering and plenty 
of “sheet-in-and-go” are just a few characteristics that make the Pivot one of 
the most sought-after kites on the market. Adapting to a wide variety of wind 
and wave conditions, this kite features a medium aspect ratio for substantial 
low-end power, easy jumping and great upwind performance. Dynamic and 
responsive, it pivots quickly and easily on a small axis of rotation—with 
minimal power increase through turns—for super-smooth carving through 
waves and enhanced control going into and out of kiteloops. 

Now constructed with Quad-Tex—the most advanced kite canopy material in 
existence—the Pivot is livelier and more responsive than ever. The stronger, 
stiffer fabric transfers energy more directly putting riders in complete control. 

Easy-handling, well-rounded and incredibly versatile, it’s clear to see how the 
Pivot has become the all-around choice for everyone, everywhere. 

The Monarch is designed for riders looking for a state-of-the-art design 
with no-compromise freestyle performance. It delivers very direct power for 
upwind drive and explosive freestyle pop on-demand.
 
The Monarch features defined edges for outstanding grip, powerful 
engineered flex and directional stability with deep channels in the tips 
and the rails. A lightweight basalt fiber construction delivers an incredible 
strength-to-weight ratio and uniquely responsive flex. The new radiated 
Carbon V construction provides outstanding reflex for increased pop when 
loading for huge jumps/maneuvers, while keeping the center section free of 
Carbon fiber, makes the board very comfortable to ride in all conditions.
 
Its 3D bottom shape, composed of beveled channel rails and steep quad tips, 
provides increased tracking and phenomenal edging. The further reduced 
concave in the center section also improves water entry and optimizes flex in 
between the rider’s feet.

The Globals are designed for riders looking for total confidence and unmatched 
all-around performance for both strapped or strapless wave riding. 
 
Responsive yet forgiving due to their thinned-out rails, flowing outline, unique 
bat-tail and progressive rocker—the Globals are equally at home ridden 
slow and snappy, or fast and powerful. Driving off the bottom and snapping 
or carving off the lip, while still holding speed down the line, has never been 
easier. The relatively narrow release in the tail yields great power, grip and 
stability while its thruster design delivers the right combination of speed, 
control and drive—regardless of wave size and wind conditions. Whether in 
flat water, big waves or small, the Global will have even the most novice rider 
ripping like a pro, session after session!

Whether just getting started or looking to take your foiling to the next level, 
the Hover 160 foil board is a fantastic and forgiving choice for gliding above 
the water. Featuring a PU foam core, fiberglass and topsheet construction, 
the Hover 160 is incredibly durable. Its flat rocker line, rounded edges and 
generous buoyancy translate to early and forgiving planing. Master the art of 
foiling with the durable and easy-to-use Hover 160. 

The Hover 130 foil board is the perfect way to take your foiling to the next level. 
A flat midsection with rounded edges delivers early and forgiving planing to 
assist with launching. The nose section—transferring into a V-bottom and 
pulled-up nose—reduces the potential to pearl when touching down. 

Foil with confidence with the forgiving and accessible Hover Foil. With three 
available mast lengths to swap out as skills progress, the Hover makes it easy 
to learn and advance. A low aspect main wing planes quickly for smooth take-
offs and stability, while a relatively long fuselage lends additional support. 
Once up, the foil situates itself naturally in the water for a balanced ride that 
makes for easy tacking and moving upwind and downwind with ease.

A great fit for beginner up through advanced kiters, the modern shape of the Skater 
takes directional strapped or strapless riding to new levels in any surf condition.

The outline and length of the Skater is finely tuned to deliver optimal control 
and balance, helping riders execute aerial tricks and hit critical sections with 
ease and confidence. An incredibly durable honeycomb construction and full 
deck pad, provide outstanding impact resistance, while the angled channel 
flow, rocker and single concave combine to improve grip and maneuverability 
for a tighter turning radius. Thinner rails help twin tip riders transition to 
directional riding faster, while the compact shape makes for tighter, faster, 
snappier turns. 

A great fit for beginner up through advanced kiters, the modern shape of the 
Skater Sport takes directional strapped or strapless riding to new levels in any 
surf condition.

The outline and length of the Skater Sport is finely tuned to deliver optimal control 
and balance, helping riders execute aerial tricks and hit critical sections with ease 
and confidence. An incredibly durable honeycomb construction and full deck pad, 
provide outstanding impact resistance, while the angled channel flow, rocker and 
single concave combine to improve grip and maneuverability for a tighter turning 
radius. Thinner rails help twin tip riders transition to directional riding faster, while 
the compact shape makes for tighter, faster, snappier turns. 

Whether strapped or strapless, the Mutant is the solid, easy-to-ride choice for 
lightwind and underpowered conditions.

Incredibly stable, with its wide shape and low rocker line, this board planes early for 
unparalleled lightwind performance. Thinned-out rails and low rocker contribute to 
fast upwind speed and controlled driving off the front foot reinforces its nimble feel. 
Channels in the tail improve water flow over the fins, enhancing grip and control, 
making the Mutant very easy to maneuver. 

The Orbit is designed with a large surface area and low rocker for early 
planing and freeride fun in lightwind conditions.
 
Its surface area, flat rocker, double concave bottom shaping and responsive 
flex provide easy planing, a smooth ride, superior edging and soft landings. 
The newly refined outline makes the Orbit more playful and the ride more 
forgiving—even when small chop starts to develop. It also features an angled 
heel-side center fin for strong upwind performance while still maintaining a 
playful ride.  

Designed for superior comfort, the Apex II is the market’s leading ergonomic 
binding for all styles of twin-tip riding. It features a full array of adjustment 
settings to easily adapt to feet of any size and shape, offering precise 
positioning and fit alongside remarkable comfort and outstanding board feel.

Now with extra grip in the footbed, due to the industry first double molded 
surface texture with 2 different densities for the best combination of comfort 
and grip.

With ultra high glass ratio, the new IXEF fin is the most durable fin on the 
market. 50% stronger and 10% lighter than a G-10 fin. Combined with the 
stainless steel insert, you will never wear out the thread.

The Alana is designed for women who want all-around freeride, freestyle and TT 
waveriding versatility within a single board. Its outline, flex and dimensions have 
all been fine-tuned to respond to lighter degrees of rider input and lower loads.
 
A medium rocker profile provides a forgiving ride and lively feel, while its 
supreme wood core delivers a soft, natural flex with a high strength-to-weight 
ratio. This, combined with its 3D bottom shaping, provides superior grip, 
forgiving landings and directional stability in a wide range of conditions.
 
In addition, sizes on the Alana have been modified to accommodate a wider 
range of riders.

The Grom is the ultimate user-friendly board for young riders that covers the 
entire spectrum from beginner to advanced—regardless of conditions.
 
The bottom shaping and construction have been fine-tuned to respond to 
lighter degrees of rider input and lower loads, resulting in a smooth, forgiving 
ride and outstanding overall performance. The beveled edges and center razor 
channels work in unison to provide riders with superior edging performance 
and controlled grip, which yields precisely balanced power.
 
To further benefit lighter riders, the fin platform has been set at 10 degrees for 
unmatched grip and upwind performance.

The Drive is designed for intermediate-to-advanced riders who demand an 
extremely lightweight and responsive board for speed and upwind performance. 

Thanks to its full carbon construction, a high-tension framework is created so 
shape and flex are never compromised. The Drive’s rails gradually taper, providing 
lightweight tips and defined edges for outstanding grip and optimum flex. 

When paired with Beveled Tunnel Edges, riders will experience unmatched edging, 
aggressive pop and dynamic ride through both chop and flatwater conditions. 

The Motion is for riders looking for unrivaled versatility in one “do-it-all” 
design. This board offers everything from freeride and freestyle performance 
to twin tip wave riding functionality.
 
Its surface area, full rocker, new beveled razor channel rails and responsive 
flex provide balanced power, superior edging, soft landings and a smooth ride 
in chop. The added fin beam in the tip section adds rigidity to the fin mounting 
area, thus increasing the edging ability of the board. Its solid pop and 
directional stability help riders of all abilities take their riding to the next level.

The Stomp offers riders the best of all worlds: superior freestyle and freeride 
performance with the advantages of a wakestyle-inspired design. Ideal for 
aggressive wakestyle riders using footstraps or boots, this board delivers 
insane drive, edging and pop.
 
The Medium-to-high rocker provides upwind performance and increased 
speed while maintaining a smooth ride—even in large chop. Its tapered rails 
reduce weight in the tips, defining the edges for increased grip and solid 
directional stability.
 
The newly developed 3D bottom shaping utilizes center razor channels 
for increased edging performance and trapezoidal skidplates with a large 
vertical area for unmatched grip when loading for a huge maneuver.

Effortless and accessible, the Naish Ride is a fast favorite among riders of 
all levels. Ideal for those looking to progress their skills quickly, the open 
center section of this lightweight, two-strut design delivers superior low-end 
performance and maintains smooth power delivery through turns. Easy water 
relaunch provides added convenience while a slightly flattened arc generates 
more lift for easy jumping and “sheet-in-and-go” feel. A consistent performer 
with incredible control, its versatility will have both new and experienced 
kiters choosing the Ride as their “go-to” kite for a wide range of styles.  

Low wind; no problem! The Naish Trip excels in underpowered conditions. 
Perfect for dedicated intermediate-to-advanced riders, the incredibly 
lightweight, strutless design delivers the wind range of a larger kite while 
retaining the fast, precision turning of a smaller kite. An ideal fit for foiling, the 
Trip’s responsive depower and light weight—compared to other kites of this 
size—supports seamless transitions for a smooth ride. Log more days on the 
water with the Trip. 

. Quad Tex - strongest kite canopy
  material on the market featuring
  4x-reinforced ripstop
. Precision turns on a small axis with
  minimal power increase in the turn
. “Sheet-in-and-go” feel + easy jumping
. ABS Bridle for consistent forward drive
  + maximum depower + no back-stalling

. Quick water relaunch

. Natural drifting effect

. Canopy Stabilizer

. Constant leading edge taper

. High-flow Valve

. Tough Tips

. High-flow Valve

. Canopy Stabilizer

. Reduced leading edge taper

. Lightweight, two-strut design

. Amazing low-end power

. Superior turning and control

. Easy water relaunch

. 6 m extension lines

. Tough Tips

. High-flow Valve

. Canopy Stabilizer

. Lightweight, two-strut design

. “Sheet-in-and-go” feel 
  & easy jumping

. Superior low-end performance

. Incredible wing stability while
  resting on the water
. Effortless water relaunch

. Tough Tips

. High-flow Valve

. Canopy Stabilizer

. Lightweight, two-strut design

. “Sheet-in-and-go” feel 
  & easy jumping

. Superior low-end performance

. Incredible wing stability while 
  resting on the water
. Effortless water relaunch

. Quad Tex - strongest kite canopy
  material on the market featuring
  4x-reinforced ripstop
. ESP - greater angle of attack control for
  more instant depower 
. Precision response for hooked 
  and unhooked riding
. Direct bar feel

. Solid power through turns

. Superior unhooked control

. Canopy Stabilizer

. High-flow Valve

. Reduced leading edge taper

. Quad Tex - strongest kite canopy
  material on the market featuring
  4x-reinforced ripstop
. Ultra-reinforced Wingtip construction 
. Precision turns on a small axis with
  minimum power increase in the turn
. ABS Bridle for consistent forward
  drive + maximum depower + 
  no back-stalling

. Quick water relaunch

. Unmatched drifting ability

. Constant leading edge taper

. High-flow Valve

. Canopy Stabilizer
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Freeride/Wave

Pro Performance Freestyle Performance Wave

Beginner-to-Intermediate FoilingIntermediate-to-expert foiling All-around Freeride Foil

Versatile Wave/Freeride Versatile Wave/Freeride LIGHTWINDLightwind Freeride Women’s Freeride/Freestyle Kids Freeride/FreestyleHigh Performance Freeride Performance FreeridePerformance Freestyle/Wakestyle

Lightwind FreerideAll-around Freeride Foil/Underpowered Riding Pro Performance FreestylePure Wave/Strapless 
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132 x 41 152 x 45 132 x 38
125 x 36

134 x 41134 x 41132 x 41
138 x 42 162 x 46 136 x 40142 x 42142 x 42142 x 43

135 x 41.5 138 x 41.5138 x 41.5135 x 42
142 x 42.5 138 x 42.5

54 854
10 10108

6 665
11 11119

7 776
12 121210

8 887
14

15
1414
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Developed with elite riders on the crest of the most legendary waves in the 
world—and tested to perform in even the most sloppy, onshore conditions—
the Slash offers a smooth, yet responsive experience that adapts easily to a 
diversity of surf and trick riding. 

Born from the DNA of the renowned Pivot, the Slash features a lower aspect 
ratio and higher, wider wingtips for a compact overall outline which makes 
it easy to turn quickly and change direction. The swept wing tip delivers 
unmatched drifting ability, light bar pressure and quick relaunch. Perfectly 
balanced, the bridles and geometry are tuned to produce an incredibly stable 
shape and intuitive performance. 

Constructed with Quad-Tex—a revolutionary new 4x-reinforced ripstop that is 
30% stronger and stiffer than any other kite canopy material on the market—
the Slash is, easily, one of the strongest kites around. Intuitive, durable, 
dynamic. . . the Slash puts you in control to rip the most out of your session. 

From design and testing to incremental perfecting, the Torch is a product of 
years of collaboration with the top kiters in the world in the most demanding 
conditions. Flown year after year on the world tour—consistently dominating 
the King of the Air—this kite has pushed the boundaries of what was ever 
conceived possible. Offering smooth power delivery, with the depower similar 
to that of a bridled kite, the Torch delivers precision response for hooked and 
unhooked riding. 

Now available to a broader skillset, less experienced kiters can still ride like Jesse 
Richman, or Kevin Langeree with the Torch’s new ESP setting, which allows riders 
to adjust the depower for more forgiving controls with all the performance. 

Taking this sought-after C-kite to the next level, the addition of the Quad-
Tex canopy makes the Torch practically indestructible. Already engineered 
for solid control and handling in strong winds, the addition of Quad-Tex’s 
4x-reinforced ripstop and perfectly balanced weave matrix—testing 30% 
stronger and stiffer than any other around—heightens the stability and 
responsiveness of the Torch design. The pinnacle of freestyle performance 
just became stronger and more accessible; time to experience the pure 
precision of the Torch. 

NEW FTC 2.0 
(Flex Torsion Control) 

Optimized stiffness in both 
the axial & torsional axis 

+ superior control

Freestyle Rocker 
Powerful + fast riding + aggressive pop 

+ lively feel

Double Basalt Fiber 
Strong + lightweight + lively 

response & flex characteristics

NEW Low Flex F28 
Ideal for medium-to-

high-speed riding 
+ extreme pop

NEW 10° Angle 
Fin Platform 
Superior grip

Sintered Base 
Extreme durability + slider proof

Wakestyle Rocker 
Chop-eating & forgiving with 

aggressive pop + soft landings

FTC 2.0 (Flex Torsion Control) 
Optimized stiffness in both the axial 
& torsional axis + superior control

Low Flex F35 
Ideal for medium speed riding 

+ soft landings

Medium Flex F40 
Ideal for slow-to-medium speed riding

4° Angle Fin Platform 
Superior grip + upwind performance

Freeride Rocker 
Chop-eating & forgiving rocker 
+ back foot directional stability

Flex Torsion Control 
Boosts rigidity in axial 

& torsional axis + heightened control

Flex Torsion Control 
Boosts rigidity in axial 

& torsional axis 
+ heightened control

3K Carbon 
Extremely lightweight 

+ exceptional flex 
characteristics + high 

strength-to-weight ratio

4° Angle Fin Platform 
Superior grip 

+ upwind performance

Freeride Rocker 
Powerful + fast riding + aggressive pop 

+ lively feel

Low Flex F22 
Ideal for medium-to-

high-speed riding

NEW FTC 2.0 (Flex Torsion Control) 
Optimized stiffness in both the 

axial & torsional axis + superior control

10° Angle Fin Platform 
Superior grip 

+ upwind performance

Freeride Rocker 
Most forgiving rocker for early planing 

& all-around control + back foot 
directional stability

High Flex F45 
Ideal for low-to-medium 

riding speed

NEW Medium Flex F40 
Ideal for slow-to-medium speed riding

NEW FTC 2.0 (Flex Torsion Control) 
Optimized stiffness in both the 

axial & torsional axis + superior control

Freeride Rocker 
Powerful + fast riding 

+ aggressive pop + lively feel

10° Angle Fin Platform 
Superior grip + upwind performance

4° Angle Center Fin 
Upwind performance 

with minimal drag

Framework Deck 
Lightweight 

+ adds rigidity

NEW FTC 2.0 
(Flex Torsion Control) 

Optimized stiffness in both 
the axial & torsional axis 

+ superior control

NEW Low Flex F20 
Ideal for slow-to-medium speed riding

Light Wind Rocker 
Low drag early planing 

+ balanced riding

5’10” x 18” x 23/16” 6’0” x 185/8” x 21/8”
5’6” x 179/16” x 21/4”

160 cm x 48 cm130 cm x 42 cm

4’10” x 163/4” x 113/16” 4’10” x 163/4” x 113/16”
5’6” x 173/4” x 2” 5’6” x 173/4” x 2”

5’8” x 18” x 23/16” 5’2” x 171/4” x 17/8” 5’2” x 171/4” x 17/8”
5’2” x 21” x 21/4”

Thinned-out & 
Squared-off Rails in Tail 

Superior control & grip 
when carving at speed

Double Bamboo 
Sandwich Deck 

Maximum durability 
+ minimizes 

pressure dents

Deep Single 
Concave Bottom

Speed + drive

Refined Rail Flow 
Increased response in bottom turns 

+ easy edging

Increased Tail Kick in Rocker 
Tight & snappy turns off the lip

Honeycomb 
Impact Cell

Durability + lightweight 
+ impact resistance 
+ resists heel dents

Rail Dents on Deck
Optimized flex 
characteristics 

+ easier grab & handling

Parallel Outlines
Stability + perfect 
balance + smooth 

in chop

NEW Triple Angled Channels 
Increased flow to fins for extra grip 

& better turning

Lightweight Compact Shape 
Ultimate control + balanced ride 

+ convenient for travel

Double Bamboo Deck
Maximum durability + 

minimizes pressure dents

Rail Dents on Deck
Optimized flex 

characteristics + easier 
grab & handling

Parallel Outlines
Stability + perfect 
balance + smooth 

in chop

NEW Triple Angled Channels 
Increased flow to fins for extra grip 

& better turning

Lightweight Compact Shape 
Ultimate control + balanced ride 

+ convenient for travel

NEW Deep Single
 Concave Bottom

Speed + drive 
+ early planing

Double Bamboo 
Sandwich Deck

Maximum durability 
+ minimizes 

pressure dents

Surf Skin Bottom
Real surfboard feel on 
water + resilient + firm

NEW Parallel Outlines
Stability + perfect balance 

+ smooth in chop

NEW Triple Angled Channels
Increased flow to fins for extra grip 

& better turning

. X-factor Ergo Strap = Exclusive, fully molded foot strap with four adjustment
  points (All four corners of the strap have precision adjustability to adapt to any foot.)
. Sidewall Footbed Cushioning = Integrated EVA cushions protect the foot from
  hard surfaces.
. Adjustable Heel Pad Durometry = Adjustable heel pad hardness to satisfy any
  rider preference.
. Lightweight Triple Density Molded Footbed = Soft main footbed for full shock
  absorption, highly textured top layer for maximum grip and an adjustable heel
  pad for comfort.
. NEW - 2X Texturing = Double density molded surface texturing for comfort
  and grip 
. Micro Duck/Angle Adjustment = Allows for precise duck angle positioning.
. Adjustable Side Wing Positions = Provides lateral foot support while keeping
  a comfortable feel. The side wings adjust forward or back to ensure perfect
  strap positioning and fit.
. Open Frame Geometry = Injection-molded plate encircles the pad to reduce
  weight and provide a direct pad-to-board interface for outstanding board feel.

. Flat Rocker Line = Early planing surface

. Rounded Edges = More forgiving ride      

. PU Foam Core = Maximum stiffness with minimal weight

. Molded Construction = Durable with a responsive feel and minimum weight

. Full 3D Double Density Deck Pad = Excellent comfort + cushioning 
  + traction + flotation

. Flat Tail/Midsection= Early planing surface

. Rounded Edges = More forgiving ride

. V-nose with Bevel = Reduces pearling when touching down

. Paulownia Low Density Wood Core  = Maximum stiffness with minimal weight

. Double UD Deck Fiberglass Reinforcement = Increases stiffness & board
  feedback when launched
. Lightweight Bottom = Responsive feel and minimum weight
. Full 3D Double Density Deck Pad = Excellent comfort + cushioning 
  + traction + flotation
. CNC Shape = Absolute precision shaping

. Aircraft Grade Aluminum 6061 = Stiffness + corrosion resistance + low weight

. Low Aspect Main Wing = Early planing + forgiving

KEY FEATURES
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Introducing the most 
advanced kite canopy
material ever made.

OVER 30% STRONGER
= Unmatched durability

OVER 30% STIFFER
= Prevents distortion for ultimate control

QUADRUPLE RIPSTOP
= Minimal stretch in every direction

PERFECTLY BALANCED WEAVE MATRIX
= Optimal strength-to-weight ratio

UNPARALLELED RESPONSIVENESS

                -MADE
Worldwide leader in high-performance textiles

AN INDUSTRY FIRST, EXCLUSIVE TO                                
Starting 2017 Season

Featured on the Pivot, Torch and Slash

KITES

TWIN TIPS DIRECTIONALS

FOIL



Torque BTB

BASE

Torque ATB

Torque 
Compact BTB

Torque 5-Line

Featuring the most advanced quick release trim loop mechanism to date, this 
function rich design offers extremely easy release and reload and a below-the-
bar swivel for effortless untangling of lines. Whether freeride, freestyle or wave 
riding, the Torque BTB keeps you secure for a seamless riding experience.

Effective and straightforward, the Base Control System features a stainless 
steel line organizer with a simplified V-design for easy release and reload. It 
also features a reduced-diameter bar with a high texture embossed grip.

The Torque ATB is a 4-line control system with an above-the-bar Clamcleat 
trim that is easily adjustable in height. Ideal for a wide variety of freeride, 
freestyle and wave riding, this bar is equipped with the most advanced trim 
loop mechanism to date. Engineered for consistent, hassle-free operation, 
the quick release features a linear release force, for easy release and reload, 
regardless of the tension on the line.  

Designed specifically for smaller riders, the Torque Compact BTB Control 
System puts things in proportion with a reduced bar throw and width. With 
perhaps the most advanced below-the-bar trim loop mechanism to date, 
this 4-line bar features a below-the-bar swivel for effortless untangling of 
lines, extremely easy release and reload and forgiving steering to keep you 
comfortable and secure whether freeride, freestyle or wave riding.

The Torque 5-line Control System features above-the-bar trim adjustment 
for pro-performance functionality while riding freestyle. Equipped with most 
advanced trim loop mechanism to date, the Torque Loop with swivel and 
convenient quick release provides near effortless release and reload keeping 
riders comfortable and secure.

. Torque Loop = efficient and effortless ball bearing swivel 
  + easiest reloading quick release on the market
. Bar End Technology - Adjustable Bar Width: 18”–20” (45–50 cm)
. Double Density EVA Grip with Memory Core = comfortable and controlled
  non-slip grip
. Replaceable Bar Center
. Stainless Steel Low-V Line Organizer = easy release & reload
. Cored, Stiff Trim Line = Tangle-free design
. Heavy-duty Kite Leash with Quick Release

. Lightweight Smart Loop with Below-the-Bar Trim Adjustment    

. Short, Premium Kite Leash with Quick Release

. Cross-embossed, High-texture Grip

. Auto-positioning Smart Loop

. Through-the-Bar Flagging Line

. Back Flying Line Adjustment Under Floaters

. Powerflex Bar Ends & Floaters

. Vario Bar End Adjustment: 18”–20” (45–51 cm)

. Stainless Steel Low-V Line Organizer = easy release & reload

. Above-the-Bar Clamcleat® with Height-adjustable Tuning = employs natural
  leverage for quick & easy adjustments     
. Torque Loop = efficient and effortless ball bearing swivel 
  + easiest reloading quick release on the market
. Bar End Technology - Adjustable Bar Width: 18”–20” (45–51 cm)
. Double Density EVA Grip with Memory Core = comfortable and controlled
  non-slip grip
. Replaceable Bar Center
. Stainless Steel Low-V Line Organizer = easy release & reload
. Cored, Stiff Trim Line = Tangle-free design
. Heavy-duty Kite Leash with Quick Release

. Reduced Bar Throw = better fit for smaller riders

. Reduced Bar Width = more forgiving steering for smaller kites

. Torque Loop = efficient and effortless ball bearing swivel 
  + easiest reloading quick release on the market
. Bar End Technology - Adjustable Bar Width: 16”–18” (40–45 cm)
. Double Density EVA Grip with Memory Core = comfortable and controlled
  non-slip grip
. Replaceable Bar Center
. Stainless Steel Low-V Line Organizer = easy release & reload
. Cored, Stiff Trim Line = Tangle-free design
. Heavy-duty Kite Leash with Quick Release

. Above-the-Bar Trim Adjustment

. PU-coated Trim Line = minimizes wear

. Torque Loop = efficient and effortless ball bearing swivel 
  + easiest reloading quick release on the market
. Bar End Technology - Adjustable Bar Width: 16”–18” (40–45 cm)
. Double Density EVA Grip with Memory Core = comfortable and controlled
  non-slip grip
. Replaceable Bar Center
. Stainless Steel Low-V Line Organizer = easy release & reload
. Heavy-duty Kite Leash with Quick Release

KEY FEATURES

KEY FEATURES

KEY FEATURES

KEY FEATURES

KEY FEATURES

2017

SLEEVELESS 
LOOSE FIT

POLYESTER  -  SIZES: M  |  L  |  XL

SLEEVELESS 
LOOSE FIT

NYLON  -  SIZES: S  |  M  |  L  |  XL

SHORT SLEEVE 
LOOSE FIT

POLYESTER  -  SIZES: M  |  L  |  XL

SHORT SLEEVE LOOSE FIT
NYLON  -  SIZES: S  |  M  |  L  |  XL

LONG SLEEVE 
LOOSE FIT

POLYESTER  -  SIZES: M  |  L  |  XL

LONG SLEEVE LOOSE FIT
NYLON  -  SIZES: S  |  M  |  L  |  XL

WATERWEAR

CIRCLE TANK
SIZES: XS  |  S  |  M  |  L

GRAY DIAMOND
SNAPBACK CAP

BLACK DIAMOND SCRIPT
SNAPBACK CAP

TRUCKER HAT

LOGO STRIPE 
LONG SLEEVE

SIZES: S  |  M  |  L  |  XL

TROPICAL DIAMOND 
T-SHIRT

SIZES: S  |  M  |  L  |  XL

LOGO STRIPE T-SHIRT
SIZES: S  |  M  |  L  |  XL

NAISH POLO SHIRT
SIZES: S  |  M  |  L  |  XL

TRIANGLE V-NECK
SIZES: XS  |  S  |  M  |  L

WOMEN’S APPAREL

HEADWEAR

ROOF RACK PAD SET
50 CM

ROOF RACK STRAP SET
3.5 M

BEACH TOWEL
76 CM X 152 CM

PONCHO
BLACK

ACCESSORIESTRAVEL BAGS GEAR BAGS

SUP TRAVEL BOARDBAG
SIZES:  8'6"  |  9'6"  |  10'6"  |  11'6"

12'6" X28  |  12'6" X31  |  14'0" X26  |  14'0" X30

SURFBOARD BAG
SIZES:  5'8"/173 CM  |  6'0"/183 CM

COFFIN BAG
SIZES:  148 CM  |  158 CM

GOLF BAG
SIZE:  145 CM

SPORT 
BACKPACK

OFFICE 
BACKPACK

CARRY-ON 
BACKPACK

ROLLER BAG
SIZES:  SMALL (Carry-on)  |  MEDIUM (Check-in)  |  LARGE (Check-in)

DUFFLE BAG
SIZES:  SMALL (50 L)  |  MEDIUM (80 L)  |  LARGE (200 L)

2+1 SURFBOARD BAG
SIZE:  6'2"/188 CM

SUP PADDLE BAG

MEN’S APPAREL

SKULL PATCH
SNAPBACK CAP

TRIBAL WAVE T-SHIRT
SIZES: S  |  M  |  L  |  XL

SKULL BADGE T-SHIRT
SIZES: S  |  M  |  L  |  XL

. Locked-in Bar Pad  

. Load-distributing Molded Shell 

. Low Profile Memory Foam Bar Pad 

. Memory Foam Vertebrae Pads 

. Ergonomic Inner Structure

. Click-in Spreader Bar

. Double Spreader Bar Straps

. 3D-fit Technology

. Contoured Side Shape

. Medium-high Back Shape

. Dual Tension Belt

. Heavy-duty Handle Pass Leash 

. Neoprene Buckle Covers

. Furtech

. Soft, Rounded Edges

. Low Profile Memory Foam Bar Pad

. Click-in Spreader Bar

. 3D-fit Technology

. Boardshorts 

. Load-spreading Structure

. Double Spreader Bar Straps

. Heavy-duty Handle Pass Leash

. Neoprene Buckle Covers

. Soft Leg Straps

. Ergonomic Body Structure

. Triple-density Impact Diffuser

. Quad Stretch

. Soft Neoprene Lining on Interior
  and Around Edges

. Strong Front Zipper

. Secure Zipper Closure

. Over or Under Harness Fit

. Locked-in Bar Pad  

. Load Distributing Molded Shell 

. Low Profile Memory Foam Bar Pad

. Click-in Spreader Bar

. 3D-fit Technology

. Load-spreading Structure

. Double Spreader Bar Straps

. Contoured Side Shape

. Low Back Shape

. Dual Tension Belt

. Heavy-duty Handle Pass Leash

. Neoprene Buckle Covers

. Soft Rounded Edges

. Locked-in Bar Pad  

. Low Profile Memory Foam Bar Pad 

. Click-in Spreader Bar

. 3D-fit Technology

. Load-spreading Structure

. Contoured Side Shape

. Double Spreader Bar Straps

. Low Back Shape

. Dual Tension Belt

. Heavy-duty Handle Pass Leash 

. Neoprene Buckle Covers

. Soft Rounded Edges

KEY FEATURES

KEY FEATURES

KEY FEATURES

KEY FEATURES

KEY FEATURES

arsenal

TARGA

DEFENDER 
VEST

alana

BOSS
The next evolution in maximum support harnesses, the lightweight Arsenal 
conforms to the body with molded memory foam padding along the spine 
and an ergonomically shaped structure. A superb choice for a wide range of 
body types, the Arsenal’s wider shape evenly distributes pull—ideal during 
powered up or overpowered riding. Double spreader bar straps lock the 
bar securely into place while strategic contouring and memory foam on the 
spreader bar provide a more comfortable fit.

Ergonomic and understated, the Targa seat harness is lightly padded and 
concealed within boardshorts. Padded leg straps easily adjust from the 
outside for a custom fit, while strategically placed double spreader bar straps 
position the bar low on the hips allowing for full range of motion.

Shaped to give experienced riders the confidence to push the limits, the 
Defender Vest provides superb impact protection and maximum comfort. 
Following a true wakestyle shape, the soft neoprene lining, large armholes 
and quad stretch grant full range of motion while strategically placed padded 
impact zones protect with added flotation for peace of mind. 

Formed and sized for a woman’s curves, the Alana’s 3D-fit technology 
features a cushioned, molded shell for customized support and stability in key 
areas. The locked-in bar pad stays securely in place with double spreader bar 
straps and extensions that tuck into the sides of the harness. 

The lower cut of the Boss is ideal for riders looking for a high range of motion 
and excellent back support. Striking the ultimate balance between the 
Mission 3D and the Moto harnesses from 2016, the Boss combines the height 
of the Mission 3D with the fit of the Moto. The locked-in bar pad features 
extensions which insert into the sides of the harness to lock the bar into 
place. A low-profile, contoured spreader bar (with memory foam padding) add 
extra comfort and double spreader bar straps further prevent the bar from 
riding up with use. The lock-in-and-release mechanism has been adapted 
to be more user-friendly, while 3D-fit technology, contoured side-shaping 
and a dual tension belt ensure the harness conforms to the rider’s body for 
maximum comfort. 
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Maximum Support

Boardshort Seat Harness

Flotation/Impact Protection

Women’s Fit

Low Profile/High Support

M

HarnessesTORQUE
CONTROL SYSTEMS

The AFNOR* certified Torque Control Systems offer a function-
rich design with the all-new Torque Loop—the most advanced 
trim line system to date with a ball bearing swivel that keeps lines 
tangle-free. Extremely easy to release and reload, the patented 
Naish push-away quick release mechanism makes for consistently 
smooth operation regardless of line tension—keeping you secure 
while freeing you up to focus on what you love.
 
* The Association Française de Normalisation (AFNOR) is an independent international organization 
for standardization. Certification with the AFNOR provides objective proof that products submitted 
meet a guaranteed level of quality as set forth by industry benchmarks controlled and checked on a 
regular basis.

naishkites.com


